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ABSTRACT

We present the use of a cross�correlated quantization
noise model in the recently proposed Kalman innova�
tion speech coding scheme� Computer simulations and
informal listening tests indicate that the incorporation
of a cross�correlated noise model yields an improvement
in both SNR and perceptual quality when compared to
a uncorrelated noise model�

� INTRODUCTION

The problem of e�ciently coding a speech signal at
low bit rates has lead to a variety of coding schemes�
Many of these schemes achieve high coding e�ciency
through the use of statistical modeling of the speech
signal� At low bit rates quantization noise becomes a
non�negligible part of the decoded signal� Therefore
statistical modeling of not only the speech signal but
also the quantization noise may lead to novel� improved
schemes�
The innovation speech coding scheme� proposed by

Ramabadran and Sinha ���� is an example of a coding
scheme with statistical modeling of quantization noise�
To be speci�c� the decoder uses a Kalman estimator to
estimate the speech signal present at the encoder and
the estimation is based on innovations which are cor�
rupted by quantization noise� The speech signal is mod�
eled as an outcome of an autoregressive 	AR
 process�
and the quantization noise is modeled as an outcome of
a white process that is uncorrelated with other involved
processes� This model for the quantization noise is here
termed the uncorrelated model 	UCM
�
In this paper� we propose an extension of the inno�

vation speech coding scheme� Our scheme uses a more
comprehensive model for the quantization noise� This
model incorporates the cross�correlation� which in fact
exists� between the quantization noise process and the
process for the input to the quantizer� Such a model is
here termed a cross�correlated model 	CCM
�

� INNOVATION CODING

The innovation coding scheme will be described brie�y
in the following� To generalize the description� we here

consider vector quantization� this follows as a direct gen�
eralization of the scalar scheme described in ����
Let the AR model for the speech signal be given by

the equation�

Xt��  �t

�
Xt Xt�� � � � Xt�p��

�T
� Yt�

where t is the time index� p is the order of the model� �t

is a row vector containing model coe�cients� Xt is the
process modeling the speech signal� and Yt is a white
process that is uncorrelated with other involved pro�
cesses� A state space formulation of this AR model can
be written as

St�j  �t�j�tSt �Rt�j�t� 	�


where j is the number of samples we advance in the
signal for each iteration of the state space model� The
state transition matrix�t�j�t is a square matrix de�ned
by�

�t�j�t �

��
�

�
�t

I �

�
� j  ��

�t�j�t�j���t�j���t� j � ��

The state St and state excitation Rt�j�t are column
vectors de�ned by

St �

�
Xt Xt�� � � � Xt�p��

�T
Rt�j�t �

��
�

�
Yt �

�T
� j  ��

�t�j�t�j��Rt�j���t �Rt�j�t�j���

j � ��

In the following� we will suppress time indexes to avoid
an overcrowded notation� Instead we introduce a de�
lay operator D��� such that e�g� 	�
 becomes S 
D��S �R��

�In this paper uppercase Arabic letters are used to denote
processes� while corresponding lowercase letters denote their out�
comes� Moreover E���� Var���� and Corr��� will be used to denote
expectation� variance� and correlation respectively�

�We use I to denote an identity matrix and � to denote a zero
vector or zero matrix� The dimensions of I and � will follow from
the context�
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Figure �� Block diagram of the innovation coding scheme�

With the state space formulation the innovation cod�
ing scheme can be illustrated as in Figure �� The
Kalman estimator provides an a priori estimate bs� for
s� From the a priori error e� a vector of linear combina�
tions l  �e� is obtained� This vector is quantized by
the quantizer Q��� to form the innovation v� The inno�
vation is transmitted to the decoder and forms the basis
for the estimation in both encoder and decoder� Pre�
multiplying v with the Kalman gain matrix � gives the
term to update the a priori estimate bs� into the a pos�

teriori estimate bs� From this a posteriori estimate the
next a priori estimate is obtained by pre�multiplication
with �� The decoded speech signal is j consecutive el�
ements of bs�
The in�uence of the quantizer is modeled as a zero�

mean� additive process N � that is

V  Q�L�  L�N � 	�


To determine the correlation matrix for N we restrict
the treatment to schemes in which � is chosen such that
Corr�L� becomes positive de�nite and diagonal� and we
assume the quantizer to be scaled using the diagonal
elements of Corr�L�� It is then reasonable to assume the
correlation matrix for N to be

Corr�N �  �Corr�L� � 	�


Here � is a diagonal matrix expressing the relative
quantization noise variances� At this point we assume
the UCM to hold� We can then use the standard Kalman
estimator� see e�g� ���� and the encoding algorithm can be
stated as a generalization of the algorithm given in ����
UCM Encoding Algorithm�

bs�  D��bs� 	�


e�  s� bs� 	�


Corr
�
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	�
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�
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Corr�V �  	I ��
Corr�L� 	��


�  Corr
�
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bs  bs� � �v 	��


Corr�E�  	I � ��
Corr
�
E�

�
� 	��


The decoding algorithm is identical except for the ab�
sence of equations 	�
� 	�
� and 	�
�

� THE CROSS�CORRELATED QUANTIZA�

TION NOISE MODEL

In this section we derive the modi�ed encoding al�
gorithm which incorporates the CCM� The basic as�

sumption made is that
h bS�T E�T

iT
is a zero�mean

Gaussian process� Hence� for any two processes that are

linear functions of
h bS�T E�T

iT
� uncorrelatedness

will imply independence ��� p����� In various contexts
we need this assumption in arguments of the following
form�

Let A be a stochastic process that is uncorre�

lated with E�� and for which
�
AT E�T

�T
is a zero�mean Gaussian process� Then A and
E� are independent� The quantization noise
process N is a zero�mean process and a deter�
ministic function of E�� Thus independence
of A and E� implies independence of A and
N � BecauseA andN are zero�mean and inde�
pendent� they are uncorrelated� The argument
above also holds for E� replaced with L�

We refer to this argument as the independence argument�
The starting point of the derivation is the following

important statement�

If the quantizer satis�es the centroid condition
for a squared error distance measure� then the
following relation holds�

E

h
LNT

i
 �Corr�N � � 	��


This follows using the same method of proof as in ���
p������ Because Corr�L� is diagonal� the independence

argument can be used to generalize the above statement
to quantizers constructed as the product of lower dimen�
sional quantizers that all satisfy the centroid condition�
We are now ready to modify the Kalman estimator to
incorporate relation 	��
 into the noise model�
The Kalman gain for the purpose of updating the

a priori estimate to the a posteriori estimate is given
in ��� p����� as

�  E

h
SV T

i
Corr�V �

��
� 	��


If we use the general property that bS� and E� are
uncorrelated� and we use the independence argument�
then 	��
 may be written as

�  Corr
�
E�

�
�T

Corr�V �
��

�E
h
E�NT

i
Corr�V �

��
� 	��




In the Kalman estimator for the UCM the second term
in 	��
 is a zero matrix� For the CCM this� however�
cannot be true� To see this� use 	�
 to obtain the fol�
lowing relation�

E

h
LNT

i
 �E

h
E�NT

i
� 	��


From 	��
 we see that the left�hand side of 	��
 is not

a zero matrix which means that E
h
E�NT

i
cannot be

a zero matrix� Because � is chosen such that Corr�L�
becomes positive de�nite� � cannot have more rows than
columns and the rank of � will equate its number of
rows� Hence� if � is square� then it has a unique inverse�

and E

h
E�NT

i
can be determined from 	��
� On the

other hand� if � is not square� some more care must
be taken� One solution for this case is outlined in the
following paragraph�
Consider the expansion of � into a square full rank

matrix �E �

�
�T �T

A

�T
such that the expansion of

L�

LE � �EE
� 

�
LT LT

A

�T
� 	��


will have positive de�nite and diagonal correlation ma�
trix Corr�LE �� Note that �E will exist provided that
Corr

�
E�

�
is positive de�nite� Now� suppose no infor�

mation about the extra linear combinations lA is passed
through the quantizer� Then the extra linear combina�
tions have not changed the available information and
consequently they have not changed the estimate� For�
mally this can be expressed by the expanded innovation

process V E �

�
V T �

�T
� where the zero information

part is assigned the a priori expected value for lA� i�e� ��
The expanded quantization noise process thus becomes

NE � V E � LE 
�
NT

�LT
A

�T
� We observe that

L and LA are uncorrelated� zero�mean� Gaussian pro�
cesses and use the independence argument to obtain

E

h
LEN

T
E

i
 �Corr�LE � �E � 	��


where �E is de�ned as

�E �

�
� �

� I

�
�

Now 	��
 and 	��
 leads to

�EE

h
E�NT

E

i
 E

h
LEN

T
E

i
 �Corr�LE � �E

 ��ECorr
�
E�

�
�T
E�E �

Since �E has a unique inverse� we have

E

h
E�NT

E

i
 �Corr

�
E�

�
�T
E�E �

Equating �rst columns in this matrix expression yields
the unknown cross�correlation

E

h
E�NT

i
 �Corr

�
E�

�
�T�� 	��


Note that this is the result which we can obtain directly
from 	��
 in the case that � is square�

Finally� the Kalman gain � can be obtained by insert�
ing 	��
 into 	��
 which yields

�  Corr
�
E�

�
�T 	I ��
Corr�V �

��
�

The rest of the derivation follows steps parallel to
those for a Kalman estimator for uncorrelated noise� see
e�g� ����
CCM Encoding Algorithm�

The CCM algorithm is obtained from the UCM algo�
rithm by deleting 	��
� and replacing 	��
 and 	��
 with
the following�

�  Corr
�
E�

�
�T

Corr�L�
��

	��


Corr�E�  	I � � 	I ��
�
Corr
�
E�

�
� 	��


� SIMULATION RESULTS

To investigate the impact of the CCM on the coder
performance� simulations on speech signals were carried
out� These simulations are described in the following�

The original speech signal was sampled at � kHz
and linearly quantized using �� bits per sample� The
AR model for the speech signal was a two step �lter
model consisting of a long delay �lter followed by a short
delay �lter� The short delay �lter was a ���th order all�
pole �lter� Coe�cients for the short delay �lter were
determined for �� ms frames using the autocorrelation
method with a �� ms Hamming window covering the
last frame� the current frame� and the next frame� The
long delay �lter was of the form described in ��� using
� nonzero coe�cients� Coe�cients for the long delay
�lter as well as Var�Y � were estimated for each �� ms
frame� The coe�cient vector � was obtained through
convolution of the long and short delay inverse �lters
as described in ���� The order of this �lter was �xed at
p  ���� Innovations were quantized using the prod�
uct of ��bit scalar quantizers optimized for a Gaussian
process� The simulations were focused on the issue of
quantizing innovations and therefore no quantization of
the AR model was included�

Four simulations were made� Results from these sim�
ulations are listed in Table �� In simulations A and B� �

Table �� Simulation results

SEG�SNR �dB�
ID� Model j F� F� M� M� Comb�
A UCM � ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
B CCM � ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
C UCM � ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
D CCM � ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
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Figure �� �a� The original speech signal �F��� �b� Time
averaged SNR estimate �points� and SNR estimate obtained
from the signal model and the a posteriori error correlation
matrix �solid line�� from simulation A with the UCM� �c�
Like �b� but from simulation B with the CCM�

was a single row vector chosen to be an eigenvector cor�
responding to the largest eigenvalue of Corr

�
E�

�
� This

choice was proposed in ���� In simulations C and D�
j  � and � was chosen with two rows equating eigen�
vectors corresponding to the two largest eigenvalues of
Corr

�
E�

�
� Simulation A and C used the UCM� whereas

simulations B and D used the CCM� Simulations were
carried out on speech uttered by two female 	F
 and two
male 	M
 speakers� The combined length of the speech
from all four speakers was �� seconds� As an objective
performance indicator segmental SNR 	SEG�SNR
 was
used� The SEG�SNR was calculated using �� ms frames�
Frames with signal power more than �� dB below the
average signal power were left out of the calculation�
From Table �� we see that the CCM for the combined
data improved the SEG�SNR with ��� dB for the case
j  � and ��� dB for the case j  �� This result was sup�
ported by an improvement in perceptual quality when
judged in informal listening test� In some instants this
improvement was substantial�
To describe further the di�erence between the UCM

and the CCM� we investigated the adjustment of the
Kalman estimator and quantizer� The signal model pro�
vides an estimate of the signal variance and Corr�E� gives
an estimate of the error variance� Using these two esti�
mates� an estimate for the SNR of the decoded speech
signal can be made� In Figure � this SNR estimate is
plotted together with an SNR estimate obtained by time
averaging over �� ms frames� It is seen that these two
estimates are more alike when the CCM is used� This
observation was the same for all four speakers which we
take as an indication that the CCM models the quanti�
zation noise more accurately than the UCM� The scaled
input to the quantizer is expected to be a unit variance�
zero�mean Gaussian process� Based on all �� seconds
of speech in simulations A and B normal probability
plots for this process were made� The results are shown
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Figure �� Normal probability plot for the scaled quantizer
input� Outcomes of simulation A with the UCM and sim�
ulation B with the CCM are plotted� The dash dot line
indicates an exact Gaussian process�

in Figure �� It is clearly seen that when the UCM is
used� the scaled quantizer input has a larger amount
of outliers than when the CCM is used� Indeed� when
the CCM is used the process is close to Gaussian� This
result agrees with the assumption made in Section ��

	 CONCLUSION

The quantization noise modeling in the innovation cod�
ing scheme was improved� This improvement was ob�
tained by incorporating the cross�correlation between
the quantization noise and the input to the quantizer� In
simulations on speech signals the cross�correlated model
resulted in a signi�cant increase in the segmental SNR�
This increase was supported by an improvement in per�
ceptual quality when judged in informal listening test�
In addition to this the adjustment of the estimation
statistics and quantizer scaling improved in accuracy�
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